Animal Adaptation Scavenger Hunt

» An adaptation is a structure or behavior that helps an organism survive in its environment.

» In the Water Planet exhibit, you will find some animals that live surrounded by water and other animals that live with very little water.

» Discover and explore the adaptations that help these animals survive in wet or dry environments.

WATER PLANET

Animal Adaptation Scavenger Hunt

Name: __________________________
Date: ________________________
A Wet World: Living in Water

**FEEDING**  What adaptations help animals **eat** in water?

Find two animals with different adaptations for underwater feeding. Draw the animals, label the adaptations, and explain how they help the animal eat.

Name of animal: ____________________________

: Draw.


: Explain.

Name of animal: ____________________________

: Draw.


: Explain.

**MOVING**  What adaptations help animals **move** in water?

Find two animals with different adaptations for underwater movement. Draw the animals, label the adaptations, and explain how they help the animals move.

Name of animal: ____________________________

: Draw.


: Explain.

Name of animal: ____________________________

: Draw.


: Explain.